About the Contributors

San Murugesan is a professor at Multimedia University in Malaysia; an adjunct professor in the School of Computing and Mathematics at the University of Western Sydney (Australia); a senior consultant with the Cutter Consortium’s Business-IT Strategies advisory service; and an independent business, IT, and education consultant. Dr. Murugesan has vast experience in academia and industry, and his expertise and interests include green computing, Web 2.0 and 3.0, cloud computing, mobile computing, Web engineering, e-business, and information systems. He has published extensively, guest edited journal special issues, and edited books. He is a sought after speaker and has been offering training and executive education programs. He is fellow of the Australian Computer Society (ACS), and a distinguished visitor and tutorial speaker of the IEEE Computer Society. Dr. Murugesan currently serves as Editor of IEEE IT Professional magazine and associate editor for five international journals: Journal of Web Engineering, International Journal of E-Business Research, International Journal of Health Information Systems and Informatics, International Journal on Advances in ICT for Emerging Regions (ICTer), and International Journal of E-Adoption. Dr. Murugesan served in various senior positions at Southern Cross University and the University of Western Sydney (Australia), and the Indian Space Research Organization (Bangalore, India). He also served as senior research fellow of the US National Research Council at the NASA Ames Research Center.

***

T. Agresta, MD is director of Clinical Informatics and an associate professor in the Department of Family Medicine at the University of Connecticut Health Center (UCHC). He is a family physician with more than 17 years experience caring for patients at Asylum Hill Family Medicine Center in Hartford, CT. Dr. Agresta is the co-investigator on a planning grant from the Connecticut Health Foundation to the Safety.Net Collaborative aimed at adoption and implementation of health information technology in community health centers. He was the director of medical student education in the Department of Family Medicine for more than 10 years, and is nationally known for his innovative approach to teaching students and physicians to use technology at point of care to provide patient-centered, evidence-based care.

Haya Ajjan is a PhD candidate at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Belk College of Business. Her research focuses on better understanding the impact of technology use on individuals, groups, and organizations. In particular, she is interested in understanding the role of emerging technologies such as wikis, blogs, and social networks on teaching and learning in higher education. Her research on the topic has appeared in The Internet and Higher Education journal and in multiple regional and national conferences.
Çağrı Balkesen is a master student at the Computer Science Department of ETH Zurich. His research interests are in performance optimization of data stream management systems. He received his BS degree in computer engineering from Middle East Technical University, Ankara. Contact him at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 37, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; bcagri@student.ethz.ch.

Shenghua Bao is a PhD candidate in computer science at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. He received an IBM PhD Fellowship in 2007. He has worked as an intern at Microsoft Research Asia and IBM China Research Laboratory for 10 and 11 months, respectively. His research interests are primarily in Web search, data mining, machine learning, and related applications. He has published more than 20 papers in referred international conferences and journals, including IEEE TKDE, WWW, ACL, SIGIR, ISWC, CIKM etc. Currently, he serves as a reviewer of several international conference proceedings and journals, including, IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, ACM Transactions on Asian Language Information Processing, Information System, and Information Processing and Management.

Becerra-Ortiz, APRN, MPH is the chief operating officer and management information systems director for Fair Haven Community Health Center (FHCHC) in New Haven, CT. She is also an advanced practice registered nurse providing primary care to patients at FHCHC. She represents her organization on Safety.Net as a member of the Wiki Task Force, Organizational Development and Training Team and the project’s Steering Committee.

S. Berhe is a doctoral student in computer science & engineering at the University of Connecticut working with Dr. Demurjian. He completed his undergrad degree in computer science and engineering at the University of Stuttgart/Germany. His current research focuses mainly on fine-grained role-based access control (RBAC) in Wikis. Berhe’s most recent research interests include investigating collaborative access control issues in the health care domain. Thus far, Berhe is referenced in two published papers and presented a conference presentation on his research topics of interest.

Gautier Boder received his engineering degree from the department of Engineering and Information Technology of the Bern University of Applied Sciences. His specialization is network security. His research areas are Web-based programming and mobile systems. Contact him at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 39, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; gboder@gmail.com.

Alessandro Bozzon graduated with full marks (cum laude) from Politecnico di Milano in 2005. He is currently working on a PhD in information technology sponsored by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research. He is also collaborating as an application analyst and developer in several industrial and research projects related to innovative Web technologies and Web architectures. He is author of several articles published in international conferences and workshops in the Web engineering field. His research interests include Web modeling methodologies, conceptual design of data-intensive Web applications, conceptual modeling of Rich Internet Applications, and multimedia content indexing, querying and retrieval.
Marco Brambilla is assistant professor at Politecnico di Milano, Polo di Como. He collaborates to several research projects related to workflows, Web services, Semantic Web, semistructured data mapping, web architectures for embedded systems. He has been project manager in the ESA-MyHMI project on embedded Web architectures. Brambilla graduated in Information Engineering in 2001 he got his PhD in information engineering at Politecnico di Milano in 2004 with full marks. The master thesis work focused on a framework for designing and developing data-intensive Web sites, including also the results of two months of internship in Cisco Systems (San Jose, CA, USA) for the design of two pilot Web sites (Cisco.com, Cisco intranet). The PhD thesis extended this work to high-level modeling of Web services interactions and workflow enactment within Web applications, with particular attention to distribution, exception handling, platform independent modeling, and code generation. Brambilla is coauthor of the book Designing Data-Intensive Web Applications (Morgan-Kauffman, USA, 2002; McGraw-Hill, Italy, 2003). He actively participated to the WebSI (Web Services Integrator) and Cooper research projects, founded by the European Union. In 2004, he spent 6 months as visiting researcher at UCSD (University of California, San Diego), working on Web application models and on specification and verification of workflow-based Web applications. He gave several seminars on his research topics at Harvard University Medical School (Boston, USA), CISCO System (San José, USA), University of California, San Diego (UCSD, USA), Stanford University (Palo Alto, USA), Universidad Politecnica de Catalunia (Barcelona, Spain), EDBT 2002 summer school, and Politecnico di Milano (Italy).

Simone Braun studied media systems at the Bauhaus-University Weimar with an emphasis on Computer Supported Cooperative Work. Since 2005 she works at the FZI where her main focus is on improving collaboration and communication between people by taking their context and situation into account. Braun currently works in the “Im Wissensnetz” (In the Knowledge Web) project on facilitating cooperation and collaborative work in the scientific domain. In other projects she was also involved in the conceptualization of a knowledge management strategy for a large German manufacturer.

Jan vom Brocke is a professor at the University of Liechtenstein. He holds the endowed chair of Information Systems and Business Process Management funded by the Hilti Corporation and is Head of the Institute of Business Information Systems. He graduated with a PhD from the University of Muenster in Germany where he directed two Competence Centres at the European Research Center for Information Systems (ERCIS) and where he was awarded the «venia legendi» in Information Systems in early 2007. Jan has research and teaching experience from recognised Universities, such as the University of Warwick in the UK, the University College Dublin in Ireland, the Saarland University in Germany, the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland, and the Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, Australia. He is an active member of two EU-Networks of Excellence, and was elected member of the FP 7 program committee for ICT research in the EU. Jan has published his work in more then 150 refereed papers at international conferences and in scientific journals.

Hansel Burley is an associate professor of Educational Psychology at Texas Tech University, Lubbock Texas. Dr. Burley has had extensive experience working with large data bases in the study of minority issues in education, college preparation, remediation and academic success.

Rafael A. Calvo is a senior lecturer at the University of Sydney - School of Electrical and Information Engineering. He has a PhD in artificial intelligence applied to automatic document classifica-
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S. Carter is the health information applications director at Community Health Center, Inc. (CHC). In 2007/2008, she led this statewide organization through a full implementation of an integrated health record that supports CHC’s model of planned care in a wireless, paperless environment. She is now leading the effort to develop an electronic health record for the dental services that is fully integrated with medical and behavioral health services, and is particularly interested in using the electronic health record to drive quality initiatives.

Paolo Casoto, PhD Student and MoBe associate. Born in Palmanova in 1982, he received the MSc cum laude in computer science (2006) from the University of Udine. Currently, he is a PhD student at Department of Mathematics and Computer Science of the same university. His research areas include sentiment analysis in natural language written texts, machine learning and digital libraries. His works represent the first example of computer based sentiment analysis applied to the Italian language. He is also involved, since 2005, in consulting on software development and testing. He authored about 10 scientific publications.

Chaka Chaka is a senior lecturer in the Department of English at Walter Sisulu University (Eastern Cape, South Africa). His research interests include: computer mediated communication (CMC); electronic learning (e-learning); computer assisted language learning (CALL); mobile learning (m-learning); mobile assisted language learning (MALL); Web 2.0 learning/Mobile Web 2.0 learning; Web 3.0/Mobile Web 3.0; Semantic Web/Mobile Semantic Web; knowledge management (KM); and learning organization (LO).

Maiga Chang is assistant professor in the School of Computing Information and Systems, Athabasca University (AU), Athabasca, Alberta, Canada. His researches mainly focus on mobile learning and ubiquitous learning, museum e-learning, game-based learning, educational robots, learning behavior analysis, and data mining in e-learning. He serves several peer-reviewed journals, including AU Press and Springer’s Transaction on Edutainment, as editorial board members. He has participated in 67 international conferences/workshops as a Program Committee Member and has (co-)authored more than 91 book chapters, journal and international conference papers. He has been a member of the International Who’s Who of Professionals since 2000. In September 2004, he received the 2004 Young Researcher Award in Advanced Learning Technologies from the IEEE Technical Committee on Learning Technology (IEEE TCLT). He is a valued IEEE member for twelve years and also a member of ACM, AAAI, INNS, and Phi Tau Phi Scholastic Honor Society.

Sotiris P. Christodoulou received a BSc in computer engineering and informatics from the University of Patras, Greece in 1994. He also received a PhD from the University of Patras in 2004. He is currently a senior researcher of Web engineering at HPCLab at the University of Patras. His research interests include Web engineering, hypermedia, Web information systems development, XML. He has partici-
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parted in several Greek and European R&D projects in the fields of hypermedia technologies since 1994, including: unified cultural information system, numerous WWW infrastructures, intranets, multimedia CDROMs, ESPRIT projects, IST projects, etc. Most projects combined applied research and development, emphasizing on applying cutting-edge technologies to real-world problems. His research publications include two book chapters, and eight conference papers, two of which are strongly refereed.

Sara Comai is associate professor at Politecnico di Milano. She published several papers in journals and international and national conferences in the fields of Web and databases. Her recent research interests include the specification, design and automatic generation of complex Web applications. In particular, she contributed to the language WebML, a visual notation for the conceptual specification of large Web applications. Her focus was mainly on the analysis of the composition and navigations models of such language with the aim of identifying useful properties for the specification of correct hypertexts; she also studied several extensions of the language, including the integration of workflows and web services. The study of WebML and of its semantics have given a contribute to the book “Designing Data-Intensive Web Applications” published by Morgan Kaufmann, co-authored by Sara Comai.

M. J. Cook, MPH is a research associate in the Ethel Donaghue Center for Translating Research into Practice and Policy and Clinical Instructor in the Department of Community Medicine and Health Care. Cook is the project manager for the Safety.Net Health Information Technology initiative and the principal owner of a Website design and Internet consulting firm for more than 10 years where he consults with community-based organizations on data infrastructure, data management, and internet-based technology solutions. His research interests lie in the areas of substance use prevention and policy, the nexus of technology and health care, and the evaluation of public health and social service programs. He earned a master of public health degree from the University of Connecticut.

Ulrike Cress is a university professor for empirical research in education and head of the research unit “Design and implementation of integrative learning environments” at the Knowledge Media Research Center in Tuebingen. Together with her research unit she is doing research on learning with new media in formal settings as well as in informal and web-settings. She is interested in knowledge management, and in the development and implementation of media-based learning scenarios. In particular she works on the social and cognitive processes of people constructing new knowledge.

R. Crowell, PhD is a postdoctoral fellow in the Ethel Donaghue Center for Translating Research into Practice and Policy at UCHC. Her work has focused on building community collaboratives around technology adoption in community based health organizations. Dr. Crowell currently serves as project director on the planning grant for Safety.Net. She holds a PhD in community nutrition from the University of Connecticut.

Antonina Dattolo is assistant professor in computer science at the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science of the University of Udine. She received the MSc in computer science with full marks from the University of Salerno in 1990 and the PhD in applied mathematics and computer science from University of Naples Federico II in 1997. She is author of more than 60 original research papers in international journals, book chapters, and in international conference proceedings. Her current research interests include concurrent architectures for distributed hypermedia models, adaptive
hypermedia, new generation Web, multi-agent systems, conceptual maps and authoring tools in Web 2.0. Dr. Dattolo serves as a reviewer for international journals, is member of Technical Committees of International Conferences, and has coordinated some European research projects related to e-learning, computer-science and cultural heritage fields.

**S. Demurjian, PhD** is a full professor of Computer Science & Engineering at the University of Connecticut with research interests of: secure-software engineering, security for collaborative Web portals with biomedical applications, and security-Web architectures. Dr. Demurjian has over 125 archival publications, in the following categories: 1 book, 2 edited collections, 39 journal articles and book chapters, and 86 refereed conference/workshop articles.

**Richard Derham** is a business analyst/systems administrator with the University of Canterbury. He is currently enrolled in a graduate program undertaking research in information systems. His research interests include social computing, particularly social networking and social bookmarking applications, and media distribution over the Internet.

**M. Devineni** is a vice-president at Serebrum Corporation and is responsible for the consulting practice, from proposals to project delivery. Devineni has consulted for Polo Ralph Lauren in streamlining its supply chain. Devineni holds an MS in computer science from the Courant Institute of Mathematics at New York University and a BE in electronics and communications engineering from Nagarjuna University, India.

**Vishal Dhalwani** is currently a master student at University of Houston – Clear Lake, working toward his MS degree in computer science.

**Angelo Di Iorio** holds a PhD in computer science, from the University of Bologna. His thesis is positioned over markup languages and document engineering areas, being focused on design patterns for digital documents and automatic processes of analysis and segmentation. During his PhD he has also worked on collaborative authoring, document versioning, content formatting, and Semantic Web technologies. His research interests have recently extended towards layout languages and algorithms. He is a member of the W3C XSL-FO working group, and author of several conference and journal papers on markup languages, digital publishing and Web technologies.

**Nihal Dindar** is a doctoral student and a research assistant at the Computer Science Department of ETH Zurich. Her research interests are in complex event processing and stream data management. She received her MS degree in computer science from ETH Zurich. Contact her at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 39, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; dindarn@inf.ethz.ch.

**Silvia Duca** is a collaborator professor in computer science at the University of Bologna. She has her degree in computer science and is a hard-working of Semantic Web and documents models (FRBR, Dublin Core, FOAF, etc.). She has published some papers about metadata, documents pattern, ontologies and folksonomies. She has developed a semantic platform for the University of Pavia to catalogue of cultural heritage. She is a collaborator in an European Project called Acume2, where she has developed a collaborative platform for all project memberships.
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**Ben Fei** is a researcher at the IBM China Research Lab, and works on the research topics of data analytics, information management, algorithms and their applications in the market. He got his doctorate in mathematics at Tongji University, Shanghai, China. He has wide interests from fundamental academic research to applicable technology development in the market.

**Richard E. Ferdig** is the RCET research professor and professor of instructional technology at Kent State University. He works within the Research Center for Educational Technology and also the School of Lifespan Development & Educational Sciences. He earned his PhD in educational psychology from Michigan State University. At Kent State University, his research, teaching, and service focus on combining cutting-edge technologies with current pedagogic theory to create innovative learning environments. His research interests include online education, gaming, and what he labels a deeper psychology of technology. In addition to publishing and presenting nationally and internationally, Ferdig has also been funded to study the impact of emerging technologies.

**J. Fifield, PhD** is professor in Family Medicine and director of the Ethel Donaghue Center for Translating Research into Practice and Policy at the UConn Health Center. Instrumental in convening the Safety.Net Collaborative, she is principle investigator on the Safety.Net planning grant. Dr. Fifield is a well-known translational researcher with a strong background in health services, translational and practice and community-based research. She was the PI on an asthma control study which developed a Web-based decision-support tool to aid asthma medication management for practitioners treating children at community health centers in three Connecticut cities.

**Piero Fraternali** is full professor at the Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione, Politecnico di Milano and head of the Degree Course in Computer Engineering of the Como Campus of the Politecnico di Milano. He received a Laurea Degree in electrical engineering (cum laude) in 1989 and a PhD in computer science from the Politecnico di Milano in 1994. His main research interests concern database integrity, active databases, software engineering, and methodologies and tools for Web application development. He is author of several articles on international journals and conference proceedings, and he is also the author, with Stefano Ceri, of the books: *Designing Database Applications with Objects and Rules: the IDEA Methodology* (Addison-Wesley, 1997); *Designing data-Intensive web Applications* (The Morgan-Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems, Jim Gray, Series Editor, December 2002). He was the technical manager of the W3I3 Project “Web-Based Intelligent Information Infrastructures” (1998-2000). He is co-inventor of WebML (http://www.webml.org) a model for the conceptual design of Web applications (US Patent 6,591,271, July 2003) and co-founder of Web Models (http://www.webratio.com), a start-up of the Politecnico di Milano focused on the commercialization of an innovative tool suite called WebRatio for the Model-Driven Development of Web applications. He was program chair of the International Conference on Web Engineering in 2004 and vice president of the Software Engineering Track of the WWW conference in 2005, and general chair of the International Conference on Web Engineering in 2007.

**Christian Fuchs** is associate professor at the University of Salzburg. He holds a venia docendi in information and communication technologies & society. His fields of research are social theory, critical theory, Internet and society, media and society, the political economy of information, media, communication, technology, & culture. He is author of more than 100 scholarly publications, including the book

**Jeronimo Ginzburg** has a degree in computer science from Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina. He has more than 10 years of experience designing and implementing enterprise applications. During the last 4 years Ginzburg has been researching and writing about Web engineering. He is currently working at Red Hat as a middleware consultant.

**David Griffin** is a senior lecturer in information systems at Leeds Metropolitan University. His research interests include e-government, public sector innovation and social innovation. He has published on these topics in several journals including *Information Polity* and the *Canadian Journal of Library and Information Science*. He was senior editor of the recently-published book *Developments in e-Government: a Critical Analysis* (IOS Press, 2007). Prior to becoming an academic, he spent 20 years working as an IT project manager and chief business analyst in local government. He is a member of the editorial board of the *Electronic Journal of e-Government*. He is a member of the British Computer Society and a Chartered IT Practitioner. He may be contacted at: d.griffin@leedsmet.ac.uk

**Richard Hartshorne** is an assistant professor of instructional systems technology at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. He earned his PhD in curriculum and instruction from the University of Florida. At the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, his teaching focuses on the integration of technology into the educational landscape, as well as instructional design and development. His research interests primarily involve the production and effective integration of instructional technology into the teaching and learning environment. The major areas of his research interest are rooted in online teaching and learning, technology and teacher education, and the integration of emerging technology into the k-post-secondary curriculum.

**Jinwon Hong** is a doctoral course student of MIS in the College of Business Administration at Inha University, Korea, where he also obtained his BA and MA degrees. His research interests include Web engineering, business modeling, knowledge management, and performance management.

**Yasmin Ibrahim** is a senior lecturer in the Division of Information and Media Studies at the University of Brighton where she lectures on globalisation and political communication. Her main research interests include the use of the Internet for empowerment and political communication in repressed politics and diasporic communities, global governance and the development of alternative media theories in non-Western contexts.

**Adam Jatowt** received the MS in electronics and telecommunications from the Technical University of Lodz, Poland in 2001. In 2005 he received PhD in information science and technology from University of Tokyo, Japan. He has worked as a research fellow at the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology in Japan during 2005. Since 2006 he has been an assistant professor at Kyoto University. He is a member of ACM and Web Intelligence Consortium (WIC). His research interests include Web mining, Web information retrieval and analyzing Web history.
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**Pankaj Kamthan** has been teaching in academia and industry for several years. He has also been a technical editor, participated in standards development, served on program committees of international conferences, and is on the editorial board of the *International Journal of Technology Enhanced Learning* and the *International Journal of Teaching and Case Studies*. His professional interests and experience include knowledge representation, Web engineering, and software quality.

**Dan J. Kim** received his PhD degree in management information systems (MIS) from State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo. He also holds a MBA degree in management science and a BS degree in computer science. He is currently with the University of Houston – Clear Lake, as an associate professor of computer information systems. His research interests are in trust in e-commerce, mobile commerce, and information security and assurance. He can be reached at KimDan@uhcl.edu and his web page is at http://sce.uhcl.edu/kimdan.

**Epaminondas Kapetanios** studied Statistics and Informatics at the University of Athens. He received his MSc in information systems, Institute of Program Structures and Data Organisation, Faculty of Computer Science, Technical University of Karlsruhe, Germany. Kapetanios’ PhD has been awarded by ETH-Zurich, Department of Computer Science, Institute of Information Systems. He is currently holding a position as a senior lecturer at the School of Computer Science, University of Westminster, London, UK. His research interests and contributions stretch upon a variety of computational and system engineering approaches and techniques, where human participatory culture has been a key aspect as problem solving technique. To this extent, his theoretical and technological achievements vary from languages, automata theory, collective knowledge algebra and models, to natural language based query languages and cross-lingual information retrieval systems. He is currently investigating forms of collective intelligence as they apply to the Social and Semantic Web as well as collaborative software development processes and information systems engineering. Kapetanios has published in peer-reviewed journals such as *Data & Knowledge Engineering and Information Sciences*, Elsevier Publisher. He is also member of the editorial review board of the *International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction*. He has also published peer-reviewed articles in conferences such as NLDB, SSDBM, FQAS. He is a member of ACM and is currently acting as a consultant for IT companies.

**Florian Keusch** is a master student at the Computer Science Department of ETH Zurich. His research interests are efficient data access in hardware systems. He received his BS degree in computer science from ETH Zurich. Contact his at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 52, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; florian.keusch@gmail.com

**Jongho Kim** is a research fellow in Hyundai Research Institute. He has a PhD in management information systems from the Graduate School of Management at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), where he also earned his BA and MA degrees. He has performed diverse IT researches concerned with business intelligence and IT Strategy as a senior consultant at Samsung SDS and as an assistant professor in the Catholic University of Korea. His research centers on service engineering and web engineering. His work has appeared in *Journal of Database Management, Journal of Expert Systems with Applications*, and *International Journal of Electronic Commerce*. 
Joachim Kimmerle is an assistant professor in the Department of Applied Cognitive Psychology and Media Psychology at the University of Tuebingen. He holds a diploma in psychology (Dipl.-Psych.) and earned a doctorate in natural sciences (Dr. rer. nat.). Prior to his current position he was a research associate at the Knowledge Media Research Center (Tuebingen) and a visiting lecturer at the University of Cooperative Education (Stuttgart). He has published articles in various journals such as Communication Research, Group Dynamics, Team Performance Management, or Knowledge Management Research and Practice.

Dimitrios A. Koutsomitropoulos is a researcher at the High Performance Information Systems Laboratory (HPCLab), University of Patras. He has received a MSc and a computer and informatics engineer diploma, from the Computer Engineering and Informatics Department. He also received a PhD from the University of Patras in 2008. His research interests include knowledge discovery, automated reasoning, ontological engineering, metadata integration, semantic interoperability and the Semantic Web.

Katina Kromwijk is a master student at the Computer Science Department of ETH Zurich. Her research interests are in Web-based information systems. She received her BS degree in computer science from EPFL. Contact her at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 39, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; katinka@student.ethz.ch.

Christoph Lattemann is professor for Corporate Governance and E-Commerce at the University of Potsdam, visiting professor at the Hasso Plattner Institute for Software Engineering and a visiting scholar at Harvard University, JFK School of Governance. Formerly he held senior positions in project management in the financial industry for over four years. He has published about 100 publications in journals, books and in conference proceedings. The latest articles are about information management and systems, international management, corporate governance, and corporate social responsibility. He is member of various review boards, professional associations and management boards.

Heeseok Lee is a professor in the Business School, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). He received his PhD in management from the University of Arizona and was previously on the faculty of the University of Nebraska at Omaha. His current research interests include IT strategy and growth strategy. His recent publications appear in Journal of Management Information Systems, Information and Management, Information Systems, International Journal of Electronic Commerce, and Journal of Organizational Computing and Electronic Commerce.

Kristina Lerman is a project leader at the USC Information Sciences Institute and a research assistant professor in computer science at the University of Southern California (USC). She received her PhD in physics from University of California at Santa Barbara in 1995. Her research interests range from mathematical modeling and analysis of multi-agent systems, including robots and social networks, to semantic modeling of information sources for the purpose of automatic information integration.

Rui Li is a first-year master student at Shanghai Jiao Tong University. He received the ACM SIGMOD Undergraduate Scholarship in 2007. When he was an undergraduate student, he joined the APEX research laboratory. He has also worked as an intern at IBM China Research Lab for 4 months. He has
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published several papers in referred international conference proceedings. His work on social browsing won Best Student Paper Nominee in WWW 2007. His current research interests include Web search and data mining.

**Marcel Linnenfelser** is the owner of a young Web engineering company in Germany. He received his BS (Vordiplom) and his MS (Diplom) in applied computer science from the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. His research interests include Web 2.0 (social software), Enterprise 2.0, semantic technologies, content management, Web frameworks, and agile software engineering methods. Contact him at m.linnen@synflag.com.

**Steve Mahaley** is director of learning technology at Duke Corporate Education where he collaborates with corporate clients and internal teams in Europe and the US to discover how communications and other electronic technologies support the design and delivery of educational services, modules, and programs. Current areas of interest include game-based learning, virtual worlds, distributed teaming, mobile learning technologies, and advances in learning theory and methodologies. More info on him at http://www.dukece.com

**Shakib Manouchehri** is a researcher and project manager at the Research Centre for the Design of Information Systems, Kassel. He is also a doctoral candidate at the Institute for Information Systems, University of Kassel, Germany. After his graduation in 2002 Manouchehri worked several years as a consultant in the field of information management and corporate knowledge management. His current research focuses on business process management, information and communication management, corporate knowledge management, Web 2.0, social software, and mobile service creation.

**Samuele Marmo** is research assistant at LABSS (Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation, http://labss.istc.cnr.it) - ISTC/CNR (Institute for Cognitive Science and Technology), Rome. His research interests are in cognitive modeling and agent-based implementation of reputation dynamics, cognitive modeling of norms, theoretical framing and empirical investigation of online reputation systems and related applications to markets and institutions.

**Daniel Memmi** has a double training in linguistics and computer science. He received a MA in linguistics from the University of Chicago, a PhD in linguistics from the University of Paris-VII, and a PhD in computer science from the University of Paris-Sud. He was researcher in computer science with C.N.R.S. in Paris and Grenoble from 1980 to 2004. He has since been associate professor in computer science at UQAM in Montreal, Canada. Throughout his career, he has worked mostly on natural language processing and expert systems, using both symbolic and connectionist techniques. His present interests include text analysis, collaborative information retrieval and social networks.

**Emilia Mendes** is associate professor in computer science at the University of Auckland (New Zealand). She has active research interests in the areas of empirical Web & software engineering, evidence-based research, hypermedia, computer science & software engineering education, in which areas she has published widely and over 100 refereed publications, which include two books (one edited (2005) and one authored (2007)). Mendes is on the editorial board of the International Journal of Web Engineering and Technology, the Journal of Web Engineering, the Journal of Software Measurement,
the International Journal of Software Engineering and Its Applications, the Empirical Software Engineering Journal, the Advances in Software Engineering Journal, and the Software Quality Journal. She worked in the software industry for ten years before obtaining in 1999 her PhD in computer science from the University of Southampton (UK), and moving to Auckland (NZ).

**Luisa Mich** is an associate professor of information systems design and Web engineering at the University of Trento. She heads the area of research dealing with tourist Websites as part of destination management within the e-tourism group in the Faculty of Economics. Her current research focus on Web business models, Website quality and Semantic Web. She authored the 7Loci (2QCV3Q) meta-model for Website quality and ongoing research deals with the application of the model to initial requirements analysis for Websites. Her contribution to these fields includes over 100 referred papers and publications. She acted as program member and chair in national and international conferences.

**Annette M. Mills** is a senior lecturer at the University of Canterbury (New Zealand). Mills holds a PhD in information systems from the University of Waikato (New Zealand). Mills has published a number of refereed articles in edited books and in journals including Information and Management, and Computers and Education. She currently serves on editorial boards for the *Journal of Cases on Information Technology* as an associate editor, and *The Journal of Global Information Management*. Her research interests include technology adoption and diffusion, social computing, service expectations, and user sophistication.

**Emanuele Molteni** is senior analyst and project manager at WebModels Srl. He substantially contributed to the development of the WebRatio CASE tool for more than 5 years. He is responsible of the WebRatio AJAX Extensions project.

**Johannes Moskaliuk** is a research associate in the Department of Applied Cognitive Psychology and Media Psychology at the University of Tuebingen. He holds a diploma in psychology (Dipl.-Psych.). Prior to his current position he was involved in a knowledge management project at the Robert Bosch GmbH (Stuttgart) and was a research associate at the Knowledge Media Research Center (Tuebingen). His main research interests are computer-supported collaborative learning and knowledge construction with social software.

**Ninad Naik** is currently a master student at University of Houston – Clear Lake, working toward his MS degree in computer science.

**Satoshi Nakamura** received the BE in information systems, Department of Information Systems Engineering from Osaka University, in 1999. He received the ME and PhD degrees in information systems, Department of Information Systems Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, in 2001 and 2004. He worked as a research fellow at the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology from 2004 to 2006. He worked as an assistant professor at Kyoto University from 2006 to 2007. Since 2007 he has been an associate professor at Kyoto University. His research interests include human computer interaction, intent detection and information finding.
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Ioannis G. Nikolakopoulos was born in Athens, Greece, in 1983. He received his Dipl.-Ing. degree from the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA), Greece. He is a PhD candidate at the National Technical University of Athens and research associate of the Telecommunications Laboratory of NTUA. He is currently working in the field of computer networks research in European and International projects. His main research interests are in the area of personal networks, ad hoc networks, mobile networking, and context aware service design and implementation. He is a member of the Technical Chamber of Greece.

Wail M. Omar is the dean of the Faculty of Computing and Information Technology at Sohar University-Sultanate of Oman. Dr. Omar is member from the Global Digital Literacy Committee (GDLC) in the United States of America. His research interests are in the field of grid computing, service oriented architecture, Web services, Web X, e-health, large scale enterprise applications, and monitoring system. Dr. Omar has a PhD in computing and software engineering from Liverpool John Moores University (Liverpool-UK), MSc in computer engineering from Al Nahain University (Baghdad-Iraq), and BSc in electronic and communication engineering from Al Nahain University (Baghdad-Iraq).

Bolanle A. Olaniran is a professor in the Department of Communication Studies at Texas Tech University. His research includes communication technologies and electronic learning (e-learning), organization communication, and cross-cultural communication. He has authored several articles in discipline focus and interdisciplinary focus Journals (i.e., Regional, National, and International) and edited book chapters in each of these areas. He serves as consultant to organizations at local, national, and government level.

Phillip Olla is the endowed Phillips Chair of Management and professor of MIS at the school of business at Madonna University in Michigan USA, and he is also a visiting research fellow at Brunel University, London, UK. His research interests include educational technologies, mobile telecommunication, and health informatics. In addition to University level teaching, Dr. Olla is also a chartered engineer and has over 10 years’ experience as an independent consultant and has worked in the telecommunications, space, financial and healthcare sectors. He was contracted to perform a variety of roles including chief technical architect, program manager, and director. Dr. Olla is the associate editor for the Journal of Information Technology Research and the Software / book review editor for the International Journal of Healthcare Information Systems and Informatics, and is also a member of the editorial advisory & review board for the Journal of Knowledge Management Practice. Dr. Olla has a PhD in mobile telecommunications from Brunel University in the UK, he is an accredited press member of the British Association of Journalism, chartered IT professional with the British Computing Society and a member of the IEEE society.

Luis Olsina is an associate professor in the Engineering School at National University of La Pampa, Argentina, and heads the Software and Web Engineering R&D (GDIS_Web) group. His research interests include Web engineering, particularly, Web knowledge management, Web quality assurance strategies, quantitative evaluation methods, Web metrics and indicators, and ontologies. He earned a PhD in software engineering, and a MSE. In the last 12 years, he has published over 70 refereed papers, and participated in numerous regional and international events both as program committee chair and member. Olsina is co-editor of the book titled Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications.
Paolo Omero is lecturer in Web technologies and Web design at the University of Udine, Italy. His main fields of research interest range from Web personalization to the development of technologies and techniques to find, collect, filter and analyze information from the Web and in particular from the social media. He is currently undertaking a doctorate in e-learning and knowledge management at the University of Macerata and writing a thesis on the impact of Web 2.0 on knowledge management systems. Between 2005 and 2009 he was the technological referent of the ICT business incubator of the Luigi Danieli Technological Park in Udine. In 2004 he co-founded infoFACTORY, the first ICT spin-off of the University of Udine, of which he is now the CTO. infoFACTORY develops KM 2.0 software systems dedicated in particular to analyze and measure the word of mouth on the social media.

Stephen T. O’Rourke is a postgraduate research student currently undertaking a master of engineering with the Web Engineering Group at the University of Sydney’s School of Electrical and Information Engineering. He completed his bachelor of engineering (electrical) at the University of Sydney in 2007. O’Rourke’s main research interests are in Text mining and social network analysis, in particular analysing the social knowledge of texts.

Theodore S. Papatheodorou is a professor at the Department of Computer Engineering and Informatics Dpt., University of Patras since 1984 and now he is the chairman of this department. He has received a PhD in computer science in 1973 and a MSc in mathematics in 1971 from Purdue University as well as aBSc in mathematics from University of Athens in 1968. He has authored hundreds of scientific publications in several areas of computer engineering and computer science. Recently, he has also co-authored papers published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science of USA, on protein folding.

Stefano Picascia is research assistant at LABSS (Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation, http://labss.istc.cnr.it) - ISTC/CNR (Institute for Cognitive Science and Technology), Rome. After obtaining a MA degree in communications from the University of Siena has worked as Web developer and system administrator. His main interests are in agent based simulation of social dynamics, especially related to the role of networked media in knowledge dissemination, cultural change and opinion formation.

Min-Seok Pang is a PhD candidate at University of Michigan’s Stephen M. Ross School of Business. He received MS in management engineering and BS in industrial engineering from Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). His research interests include information economics, software engineering, knowledge management, and IT business value.

Mario Paolucci, PhD is a researcher at LABSS (Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation, http://labss.istc.cnr.it) at ISTC/CNR (Institute for Cognitive Science and Technology), Rome. He is studying and applying multiagent-based social simulation and agent theory to understand social artefacts, in particular reputation, norms, responsibility, and the cultural evolutionary mechanisms that support them. Publications include a book on reputation with Rosaria Conte and several articles on JASSS and Adaptive Behavior. He is the coordinator of the workgroup on “Artificial Societies and Social Simulation” (in Italian), has been the scientific coordinator of the eRep “Social Knowledge for e-Governance” project and is member of several program committees, such as: AAMAS 2009 (Senior PC member) The
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3rd International Conference on Complex Distributed Systems (CODS 2009), and ACM SAC session on trust/reputation.

**Oscar Pastor** is professor and director of the Centro de Investigación en Métodos de Producción de Software (ProS) at the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain. PhD in 1992. Former researcher in HP Labs, Bristol, UK. Currently professor at the Universitat Politécnica de Valencia. Author of over 200 research papers in conference proceedings, journals and books, received numerous research grants from public institutions and private industry. Keynote speaker at several international conferences and workshops. Research activities focus on Web engineering, object-oriented conceptual modelling, requirements engineering, information systems and model-based software production.

**Charalampos Z. Patrikakis** received his Dipl.-Ing. and his PhD from the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department of NTUA, Greece. He is currently working in the field of informatics and computer networks research and has acted as project leader and technical coordinator of several successfully integrated projects, both in national and international level. His main research interests are in the area of IP service and application design and implementation, P2P networking, personal networks, mobile computing, and context aware services. He is a senior IEEE member, and a member of the Technical Chamber of Greece. He can be reached at bpatr@telecom.ntua.gr.

**Vicente Pelechano** is associate professor in the Department of Information Systems and Computation (DISC) at the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain. His research interests are model driven development, Ubicomp and ambient intelligence, Web engineering and HCI. He received his PhD degree from the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia in 2001. He is the head of the Ambient Intelligence and Web Technology Research Group in the ProS Research Center at the UPV. He has published in several well-known scientific journals, book chapters and international conferences. He is currently leading the technical supervision of the MOSKitt Open Source CASE Tool (http://www.moskitt.org).

**Stefano Picascia** is research assistant at LABSS (Laboratory of Agent Based Social Simulation, http://labss.istc.cnr.it) - ISTC/CNR (Institute for Cognitive Science and Technology), Rome. After obtaining a MA degree in communications from the University of Siena has worked as Web developer and system administrator. His main interests are in agent based simulation of social dynamics, especially related to the role of networked media in knowledge dissemination, cultural change and opinion formation.

**Anon Plangprasopchok** is a graduate student at University of Southern California. His research interests include pattern recognition, probabilistic model and machine learning technique. He received his BEng in computer engineering from Chulalongkorn University and his MS in computer science from University of Southern California.

**K. Polineni** is the president of Serebrum Corporation and the principal investigator on grants from the National Science Foundation and the Department of Defense researching enterprise applications for social collaboration using wikis. Polineni leads the product management efforts for Serebrum’s Axon Enterprise Social Collaboration Portal – the first enterprise-class team collaboration software based on social networking concepts. Polineni holds an MBA from the Stern School of Business, New York
University, an MS in mechanical engineering from Iowa State University and BTech in mechanical engineering from Jawaharlal Nehru Tech University, India.

**Tzanetos Pomonis** received his BSc from Computer Engineering and Informatics Department of University of Patras in 2003, and MSc in computational mathematics & informatics in education from Mathematics Department of University of Patras in 2007. He is currently a researcher of Web engineering at High Performance Information Systems Laboratory (HPCLab) at the University of Patras and a PhD candidate in the area of Web engineering at Computer Engineering and Informatics Department of University of Patras. His research interests include Web engineering, Web 3.0, Web information systems, knowledge management in the Web, Web 2.0, artificial intelligence in the Web, and the Semantic Web.

**Nirmala Pudota** is a PhD student in the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Udine, Italy. She received her master in computer applications (MCA) degree from Manipal University in 2006, India. Her research interests are natural language processing, key-phrase extraction, ontologies, document classification, and personal information management. Contact address: nirmala.pudota@dimi.uniud.it; Home page: https://users.dimi.uniud.it/~nirmala.pudota/

**Elena Qureshi**, associate professor, College of Education has a combined 13 years of teaching experience, 8 at the higher education level and 5 in K12. Dr. Qureshi teaches a variety of undergraduate and graduate courses in Educational Technology and Instructional Design. Her current interests include real-time collaborative learning modalities and the use of various technologies to promote active involvement in classroom and Web-based learning.

**Alan Rea** is an associate professor of computer information systems at the Haworth College of Business, Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, MI. At WMU, Rea teaches courses in Programming, server administration, and information management. Rea’s current research involves a combination of artificial intelligence, computing ethics, security, social engineering, and virtual reality. Rea is currently a guest editor for a special issue of the *Journal of Information Systems Education* on the “Impacts of Web 2.0 and Virtual World Technologies on IS Education.” He is also the editor of a forthcoming book from IGI Global, *Security in Virtual Worlds and 3D Webs: Models for Development and Management*.

**Joerg Rech** is a senior scientist and project manager at the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE), an applied research and transfer institute, in Kaiserslautern, Germany. Currently, he is also the speaker of the GI working group on architectural and design patterns. His research mainly concerns software antipatterns, software patterns, defect discovery, software mining, software retrieval, automated software reuse, software analysis, and knowledge management, esp., in the area model-driven software engineering. Rech authored over 50 international journal articles, book chapters, and refereed conference papers, mainly on software engineering and knowledge management. Additionally, he is a member of the German Computer Society (Gesellschaft für Informatik, GI) and served as a PC member for different workshops and conferences as well as an editor for several books in the domain of software engineering and knowledge management. Contact him at joerg.rech@iese.fraunhofer.de.
H. Ren is a doctoral student in computer science & engineering at the University of Connecticut working with Dr. Demurjian. She earned her master’s degree in computer science and engineering at the University of Connecticut. Her research interests include secure-software engineering, software reusability, Web security and access control models. Ren contributed to two research paper reviews in secure-Web and collaborative Web portals conferences, and is referenced in multiple published papers and presented in conference.

James Richards has been a lecturer in human resource management at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland, since September 2003. He teaches undergraduate and postgraduate students on the subjects of employment relations and employee resourcing. He completed his doctorate—on the subject of organisational misbehaviour—at the University of Stirling in 2006. Since then he has researched further possibilities for employee expression through new Internet communication technologies, such as blogs and social networking websites. He has published in range of business management journals, such as, the International Journal of Business Science and Applied Management, Employee Relations and New Technology, Work and Employment. He has also contributed to edited collections on the subjects of sociology of work and entrepreneurship.

Gustavo Rossi is full professor at Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Argentina. He is the director of LIFIA, a research laboratory in advanced computer Science. Gustavo holds a PhD from PUC-Rio, Brazil and is one of the developers of the object-oriented hypermedia design method (OOHDM); his research interests include model-driven Web engineering and rich Internet applications.

Roberto Sassano holds an academic degree in net-economy, obtained at the University of Trento, Italy. He is currently working in the industry in the Business Intelligence area. His primary interests include Web quality, knowledge management, business process analysis and ERP systems.

Andreas Schmidt studied computer science at the University of Karlsruhe from 1994 until 1999 and contributed to the UniCats project, which addressed the problem of integrating heterogeneous digital libraries on an open-market platform. During that time he also developed database solutions for public and hospital administrations. He has been working in the database research group at FZI (now part of IPE) since February 2000 and has been department manager, coordinating the activities of the team of Prof. Lockemann, since September 2005. Additionally, he is responsible for competence field “Knowledge and Learning”. He was technical project manager for the implementation of CoastBase, a European virtual integration project for coastal and marine data and information. Subsequently he was working on Learning in Process (LIP), a European research project with the focus on embedding e-learning into everyday work by delivering learning objects on demand. Currently he is working on transferring the results of this project into future releases of SAP ERP software. Within the project Im Wissensnetz (“In the Knowledge Web”), he is investigating in how far these learning facilitation services can be transferred to scientific working processes under special consideration of informal learning processes. Additionally, he is responsible for the FZI contribution (context modeling and formalization of adaptation rules) the European project AGENT-DYSL that aims at an adaptive reading support tool for pupils with dyslexia. Recently, he has become also involved in SOPRANO, a European Integrated Project on ambient assisted living. He is now scientific coordinator of the FP7 large-scale Integrating Project (IP) MATURE aiming at fostering knowledge maturing within and across organizations.
Ali Sengul was born in Turkey and lived in Istanbul and Zurich prior to moving to Lausanne. He received his BS degree from the Computer Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, Koc University, Istanbul in 2006. He received his MS degree in 2008 at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ) specializing in robotics and mechatronics. He made his master’s thesis on the electromagnet design for the control of biomedical microrobot for retinal therapeutic and diagnostic procedures at Prof. Bradley Nelson’s Lab. During his master’s study he also worked on Nanogram Robotic Soccer. With this project, the smallest robot ever (by many orders of magnitude) that can play soccer is developed.

Christian Sonnenberg is a research assistant at the Martin Hilti Chair of Information Systems and Business Process Management of Prof. Dr. Jan vom Brocke. He is also IT systems architect of the “EU Network of Excellence on Global Governance, Regionalisation and Regulation (GARNET)” and assists the teaching in the bachelor and master study programs in Information Systems at the University of Liechtenstein. Before his appointment at the University of Liechtenstein, Sonnenberg was a research assistant at the European Research Center for Information Systems (ERCIS). Sonnenberg’s core research interests are value-based process management and ecollaboration. He is writing his doctoral thesis with the working title: “Value-based Information Systems Design”. He holds a master’s degree in information systems with specialization in business administration from the Faculty for Social and Economic Sciences of the University of Muenster, Germany.

Stefan Stieglitz is research fellow at the Faculty of Economics and Social Science at the University of Potsdam at Department of Corporate Governance and E-Commerce. Formerly he held positions in project management in the financial industry and in the internet economy. His research is about social and economic aspects in international management and information systems. In his doctoral thesis he examined the topic of governance of virtual communities from a companies’ perspective. He published several book contributions and articles in reputable international journals. Additionally, he is a reviewer for international journals and conferences.

Su is a research staff member at the IBM China Research Lab (CRL) and manages the Information Analysis and Search team. He joined CRL after receiving his PhD degree in computer science at Tsinghua University in 2002. He has been involved in many projects in CRL including text analytics, metadata management and information integration.

Woojong Suh is an associate professor of MIS/e-business in the College of Business Administration at Inha University, Korea. He received his PhD in management information systems from the Graduate School of Management at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). He earned his BA and MA degrees in applied statistics from Yonsei University. His research interests include Web engineering, knowledge management, and IT-based innovation strategy. His research has been published in International Journal of Electronic Commerce, Journal of Journal of Organizational Computing and Electronic Commerce, Journal of Systems and Software, Journal of Database Management, Information and Software Technology, and Journal of Knowledge Management.

Professor Katsumi Tanaka received the BS, MS and PhD degrees in information science from Kyoto University, in 1974, 1976 and 1981, respectively. In 1986, he joined the Department of Instrumentation Engineering, faculty of Engineering at Kobe University, as an associate professor. In 1994, he became a
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full professor at the Department of Computer and Systems Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, Kobe University. Since 2001 he has been a full professor of Department of Social Informatics, Graduate School of Informatics at Kyoto University. His research interests include database theory and systems, Web information retrieval, and multimedia content retrieval. Dr. Tanaka is a member of the ACM, IEEE, the Database Society of Japan (DBSJ) and the Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ). He is currently a vice president of DBSJ and the fellow of IPSJ.

**Diana Irina Tanase** is a PhD student at University of Westminster, London, UK. Her research interests are focused on the challenges in cross-lingual information retrieval and on discovering creative uses of Web x.0 technologies. Her other projects include development work on the Computational Science Education Reference Desk (a NSDL pathway sponsored by NSF), and a number of collaborative web tools for Design Interaction, Royal College of Art. Her initial training was received at Ovidius University, Romania (2001), followed by a Master of Science at University of Northern Iowa in the USA (2003).

**Nesime Tatbul** is an assistant professor of computer science at ETH Zurich. Her research interests are in data management systems, with a recent focus on data stream processing and networked data management. She received her PhD degree in computer science from Brown University. She is a member of the IEEE, IEEE-CS, ACM, and ACM-SIGMOD. Contact her at ETH Zurich, Institute of Information Systems, CAB F 51, Universitatstrasse 6, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland; tatbul@inf.ethz.ch.

**Robin Teigland** is an associate professor at the Center of Strategy and Competitiveness at the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE). She is an active participant in Second Life – serving as caretaker of the SSE island in SL as well as conducting a number of teaching and research activities with individuals across the globe. Her research interests include the creation and diffusion of knowledge in internet-based networks and the impact of these knowledge flows on competitive advantage at the individual, group, firm, and regional levels. More information on her is at www.knowledgenetworking.org.

**Giovanni Toffetti Carughi** is currently a post-doctoral researcher at the Faculty of Informatics of the University of Lugano. He received a European PhD in Ingegneria dell’Informazione from Politecnico di Milano. He is author of several articles published in international conferences and workshops in the Web engineering field. His research interests include modeling and automatic code generation for data-intensive Web applications, event-driven systems, content-based routing, networking, and mobile applications.

**Francesca Tomasi** is assistant professor at the Faculty of Literature and Philosophy of the University of Bologna, where she teaches computer and the humanities. She deals with models and languages for the representation and the digital management of humanistic texts and documents. Her principal research interest regards the study of controlled vocabularies for literary text, expecially XML/TEI (Text Encoding Initiative), in the field of computational philology. She has several relevant publication in the field, including the participation to the volume “Informatica per le scienze umanistiche”, (T. Numerico and A. Vespignani eds., il Mulino, Bologna 2003) and the book “Metodologie informative e discipline umanistiche” (Carocci, Roma, 2008).
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**L. Tracey, MST** is the chief financial officer at Staywell Health Care, Inc., a federally qualified health center, for the past 10 years. She led the planning and assessment process and currently serves as the Project Manager leading the implementation of a fully automated real-time wireless electronic health record integrated with the practice management system, labs and pharmacies. This initiative, along with a patient portal, will help Staywell to streamline clinical workflow, leading to improved patient care, reduced practice operating costs, and increased billing opportunities across all of her organization’s sites. On the Safety.Net collaborative, she represents her organization as a member of the Wiki Task Force and Business Advisory Team.

**Bharti Trivedi** is a PhD candidate in Dharamsingh Desai University (DDU), in Nadiad, Gujarat, India. She is an information technology consultant with 14+ years of experience of trainer and academic. After working with leading private IT sectors in India, she started her own consultancy in academic IT field. She is an academic in Maharaja Sayaji Rao University of Baroda, in Vadodara, India. She is a life member of Computer Society of India and Indian Institute of Materials Management. She is an examination observer at DOEACC Society (An autonomous scientific society of Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Govt. of India). She is a recipient of the National award. She holds masters of science degree in computer science from Banasthali University, India. Her research interests include environmental intelligence, business intelligence, mobile computing and green computing. She has published her research papers in the book edited by Dr. Bhuvan Unhelkar.

**Matias Urbieta** is a researcher and teaching assistant at Universidad Nacional de La Plata - Argentina since 2005 and currently he is a PhD student. He researchs on separation of concerns in Web applications for improving its design, usability and maintain across its life cycle.

**Bhuvan Unhelkar** (BE, MDBA, MSc, PhD; FACS) has 26 years of strategic, as well as hands-on, professional experience in information and communication technology. He is the founder of MethodScience.com and has notable consulting and training expertise in software engineering (modeling, processes and quality), enterprise globalization, Web Services and mobile business. He earned his doctorate in the area of “object orientation” from the University of Technology, Sydney. In his academic role at the University of Western Sydney, he teaches, amongst other units, Object oriented analysis and design and it project management, and leads the Mobile Internet Research and Applications Group (MIRAG). He has authored/edited fourteen books and has extensively presented and published research papers and case studies. He is a sought-after orator, a fellow of the Australian Computer Society, life member of Computer Society of India, a Rotarian and a previous mentor.

**Pedro Valderas** is an assistant professor in the Department of Information Systems and Computation at the Technical University of Valencia, Spain. He received his PhD degree from the Valencia University of Technology in 2008. His research involves Web Engineering, requirements engineering, conceptual modelling, model driven development and automatic code generation. He is currently teaching software engineering and databases. He is a member of the ProS Research group, and he has published several contributions to well-known scientific journals (Information and Software Technology, International Journal on Web Engineering and Technology, Information Research, etc) and international conferences (ER, WWW, ICWE, CAiSE, Ec-Web, WISE, etc.).
Francisco Valverde is researcher in the Centro de Investigación en Métodos de Producción de Software (ProS) at the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia, Spain. His research interests are related to Web engineering, model-driven engineering, human-computer interaction and rich internet applications. He received his MSc in computer science from the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia in 2007. He has published several contributions to relevant international conferences (ER, ICEIS, CADUI) and workshops (IWUUA, IWOST). He is currently teaching software engineering.

S. Vegad is the chief architect at Serebrum Corporation and has extensive experience in system architecture and design of enterprise Java applications. Vegad has been involved in full system life cycle development of projects - requirements gathering, analysis, system architecture, design, development, testing, deployment and support. Vegad also leads the CMMI standards compliance efforts at Serebrum. Vegad holds an MBA in information systems and a BE in mechanical engineering, both from Pune University, India.

Fabio Vitali is associate professor in computer science at the University of Bologna, where he teaches Web technologies and human-computer interaction. His interests lie in models and languages for document management and hypertext support, and has published more than 60 papers in national and international venues. He is member of the W3C Working Group on XML Schema, and member of the scientific committee of several conferences and journals in Web engineering and technologies. He is author of important standards in the legislative XML Domain, and work on issues related to digital publishing, Web technologies and Semantic Web.

Athanasios S. Voulodimos was born in Athens, Greece, in 1984. He received his Dipl.-Ing. degree (grade 9.36/10) from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of the Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in 2007. He is currently pursuing his PhD in the same school, working in the fields of computer vision and machine learning. He has been involved in various national and European projects. His research interests also include pervasive computing, privacy and security.

Tri Vu is currently an undergraduate student at University of Houston – Clear Lake, pursuing his BS degree in computer information systems.

Sebastian Weber is a scientist at the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) in Kaiserslautern, Germany. He received his BS (Vordiplom) and his MS (Diplom) in applied computer science from the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. His research interests are Web 2.0, social software, Enterprise 2.0, semantic wikis, and intelligent assistance. Contact him at sebastian.weber@iese.fraunhofer.de.

Hadas Weinberger is assistant professor of information systems in the department of Instructional Systems Technology at HIT - Holon Institute of Technology, Israel. She received her PhD from the Department of Information Science at Bar-Ilan University, Israel, and her MLS degree from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. Her research involves several related areas of information systems: Web Technologies, conceptual modeling and ontology, organizational memory and Web-based learning. Weinberger has published in known international venues of the Information Systems community (e.g., ECIS, ECSCW, MKWI, ECEL) and had her articles published in renowned journals such as JASIST,
and as part of an Information Science reference books such as *Handbook of Ontologies for Business Interaction.*

**Steve Wheeler** is senior lecturer in education and information technology in the Faculty of Education at the University of Plymouth. He is responsible for convening the University’s e-learning research network and is the coordinator of technology mediated learning and education development for the Faculty of Education. He is a regular speaker at international conferences on learning technology. Wheeler serves on the editorial boards of seven international journals, including *ALT-J* and *IRRODL* and is co-editor of *Interactive Learning Environments.* He chairs the UNESCO funded IFIP WG 3.6 (Distance Education) and is a fellow of the European Distance and E-learning Network (EDEN). Wheeler’s research interests include e-learning, distance education, creativity and Web 2.0 social software. His recent publications include ‘The Digital Classroom’ (Routledge 2008) and ‘Connected Minds, Emerging Cultures’ (Information Age, 2009). He lives in the South West of England with his wife, a teacher of English, and their three teenage children.

**Em. Udo Winand** received his PhD in economics from the University of Cologne in 1976. Until March 2008 he was a full professor at University of Kassel and had of the Institute for Information Systems as well as head of the Research Centre for the Design of Information Systems, Kassel. His research focuses on business networks and partnerships, virtual organisations, eB2C business, trust in information systems, knowledge management and eLearning. Prof. Winand is manager in chief of the Working Group Managerial Partnership of the Schmalenbach Society, German Society for Management. He is (co-)editor of several journals and series of books.

**Ming-Chien (Mindy) Wu** (Master of IT, major in Information System Management) is undertaking her PhD level research at the University of Western Sydney (UWS) in Australia. Her specific research focus includes the issues and challenges in extending the Enterprise Architecture with mobility and creating a model for Mobility Enterprise Architecture (M-EA). She is in the second year of her PhD studies starting from July of 2006. Mindy is a member of the Emerging Technologies sub-group with Advanced enterprise Information Management Systems (AeIMS) and Mobile Internet Research and Applications Group (MIRAG) research groups at the University of Western Sydney. He is also a student member of Australian Computer Society (ACS) and is active in attending various forums, seminars and discussion groups. She has accepted to publish her research outcomes in some research books, also been invited to present in ACIS 2007 Doctoral Consortium and some other innovation conferences.

**Yusuke Yanbe** Received the BS degree in information design from Miyagi University, in 2006. In 2008 he received MS in informatics from Kyoto University. In 2008 he entered PhD course at Kyoto University. His research interests include Web mining, information retrieval and analyzing social bookmarks. Yanbe is a student member of the Database Society of Japan (DBSJ), the Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ) and the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (IEICE).

**T. Andrew Yang** received his PhD in computer and information science from the University of Minnesota at Twin Cities. He is currently with the University of Houston – Clear Lake, as an associate professor of computer science and computer information systems. His research interests mainly focus on
networking security, information systems, wireless sensor networks, and computer & information system education. He can be reached at Yang@UHCL.edu and his web page is at http://sce.uhcl.edu/yang.

Prof. Yu got his master degree at the CS department of East China Normal University. He began to work in Shanghai Jiao Tong University in 1986. Now he is the vice president of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University. His main research topic is data and knowledge management, including Web search and mining, semantic search, and social search. He has published more than 100 papers in referred international conferences and journals, including, NIPS, KDD, ICML, WWW, SIGIR etc. He has also got several prizes for his distinguished teaching career. Besides, as the head coach of SJTU ACM-ICPC team, he and his team have won the 2002 and 2005 ACM ICPC Championships.

Stefano Zacchirol is a senior researcher at the FZI. In the past six years he has worked on the Consense, KSI underground, different stages of the HALO project and a number of smaller industry projects. He has been working in the area of automatic classification, named entity recognition, semantic data mining, recommender systems, semantic search, eLearning, knowledge management and semantic information integration. His current research interest is the verification and validation of knowledge based systems and lightweight, low semantic and heuristic techniques for the Semantic Web. Before coming to the FZI he studied computer science and psychology in Berlin and Massachusetts and worked at the ABC research group in Berlin.